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a.m file, but not in a.mm file. I just have no idea why this is. A: According to the Q and

A.m files are output files and should be translated in all languages..m files are translated
in the 'Output dir/filename' variable. You may have an older version installed. Click on

Options, click to customise and change Output dir/filename to your preferred folder. Join
HN for SV or move to New Zealand - Corrugator Hi all, I'm in the midst of working on my
blog to test out what I've learned from HN so far. I'm looking for friendly advice for what

I'll do with my life after graduating from uni.I'm the youngest of 3 kids, of which I've been
the creative one from day dot. I've had a big hand in all my stuff (including my current

job), and I have the grades and reputation in school for it.With the new skills, I was
planning on taking part-time jobs, training to be a lawyer, I could get a good job in New

Zealand, or maybe Australia (where I could get a nice job, have a nice family and live in a
beautiful place).However, I was just thinking that my career goals might be reaching too

far, and that I should just stay in my home town, be with my girlfriend, have fun and
enjoy the other things life has to offer.I've always had something in my mind that I'd love
to do, but I think I've been holding on so tight to my plans and there are so many other

people who would love to have some of the things I've got planned for myself, I've never
really been able to live in the moment and just enjoy it. I've always imagined that I'll be
really successful one day, so maybe this is the time to do so.What are your thoughts? Is
it too late for me to change my life, or are my plans too small?How about you guys? Do
any of you feel the same way, or am I the only one who wants to do all these things?Just
thought I'd start a thread on this. Looks like most people are working or already started

working.
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